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President selection nears
by Robert J. Kosinski

Neff w ould seek balance between
tradition a nd innovation
by Stan Zalone
Dr. Charles Neff, Assistant ·
Chancellor for Spedal Projects, at the State University
of New York, ~as at UNI on
Tuesday, July 13 as a
candidate for president of
Northeastern. Dr. Neff toured
the campus and after lunch
met with members of the
university community in an
open question and answer
session at 1:30 in the Science
- Building.
Questions during this ses·sion de~lt with Northeastern's
responsibilities to students
and Dr. Neff' s perception of
UNI's purpose. Dr. Neff stated
-that in regards to _Student
Services, a commuter institution presents different needs as
opposed to a residential campus. Responding to inquiries
about his perception of UNI
and what kind of vision he
would have of the institution,
should he b.ecome president,
Dr. Neff offered these
thoughts. A ·university should
offer a quality program for
students that results in a

,
marketable degree while at the
same time providing services
to those people who have been
neglected by higher education
for so long. J. balance between
the traditional approach to
education and the innovative
aspects of programs at UNI
should be arrived at in order to
serve the variety _of students
at Northeastern.
When asked about how he
would approach the presidency
Dr. Neff said "One needs to be
able to delegate authority. to
set up procedures so that
everyone knows how the
system operates, and to -be
able to decentralize the decision malting process wherever
possible." Speaking on the
subject of visibility on campus, he said that he would
attempt to "attend a variety of
functions on ~pus and seek
out ideas and feelings throughout the university."
Toward the end of the
question and answer session
Dr. Neff.expressed his thoughts
on what the qualities of a 1976
college graduate should be.

"He should possess the
abilities of communication in
both speaking and writing as
well being familiar with mathematical notations." Neff saiq,
"He or she, -upon graduation
should have an awareness of
world affairs and possess a
better understanding of society and its problems."

After reviewing many vitas
and interviewing t he candidates, the Search and Screen
Committee for t he Selection of
a President for Northeastern is
preparing to send a list of
recommended candidates to
the :Soard of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities for the final decision.
The name of Northeastern's
next p resident should be
announced at the BOG executive session meetil!g on
Wednesday, July 28, at Chicago State University.
·The three-man selection com-

mittee of the Board (Walters,
Alvarez and Bufalino) has
asked for five recommendations fr:om the Search and
Screen Committee from which
to choose, though it is not
certain whether the committee
will comply with that number.
The candidates under consideration by the committee
are: Charles Neff, Ronald
Williams,- Peter Ellis, William
Burke, William Jenkins, William McKeefery, Milton Greenberg and Paul Burtness. Their
profiles and reports on thir
visits to UNI appear in this
and the last two issues of
Print.

McKee£ery supports strong
-f acuity governance
.
-

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
UNI presidential candidate
D-r . William J. McKeefery ,
currently the president at
Paterson College i,n Wayne,
New Jersey, visited the Northeastern Illinois University
campus to meet with' university staff and stadents for an
afternoon session of questions
and answers, Thursday, July
8. McKeefery was the fifth
individual selected by the
camp1,1s presidential search
and screen committee to
appear as a candida~..
"I believe this university is
searching for a president who
will be both personable in
working with members of the
faculty as well as an advocate
with members of the community," McKeefery expressed.
McKeefery began his educational and administrative careastern's potential as an eer as an associate professor in
by Robert J. Kosinski
the area of -philosophy . .Now
William Jenkins,_ vice-pres-_ -educational institution, · Jenident for Academic Affairs at kins said, "I think that you- serving as a college president,
Florida International Universi- can have an effective educahe regards himself as 'an
ty came to Northeastern on tional process and a good energetic man, frequently visible in the corridors, and
Thursday, July 15, as the last student body without going to
of the university presidential the level of a Yale or a
dedicated ~ long days. His
educational interests lie with
candidates to visit .~ th mem- Harva·r d by increasing the
student's thirst for knowledge
bers of the UNI community.
innovative procedures.
McKeefery feels his ambiJenkins_, who has marked and his inquisitiveness."
He added, "You are not
tions - in · life have been
experience in the_ field of
accomplished, and if selected
teacher eduqition, toured the handed a good student body,
to serve a s president at
campus and appeared for the but I think you have to create
Northeastern, he commented
customary question and an- one."
On tenure, Jenkins says that
"that would be the icing on the
swer session in the Science
he understands the great
cake."
Building.
On the issue of faculty
During ~the session and concern that faculty have on
tenure, McKeefery said a
throughtout his visit, Jenkins this issue especially at I UNI
was asked the · same flurry of and he would attempt at all
president must think of himself as a custc;>dian. "Tenure
questions as the other finalists times to be fair in all such
have fielded, regarding, most- recommendations. He said,
must be tempered to what the
university needs and what it
ly, accessibility; faculty con- however, that the academic
can afford. " Factors he set as
cerns, such as, tenure; and the standing of a university sufstudent role in university fers greatly when the percent- - a basis for tenuring the size of
age of tenured faculty each
the institution, number of
governance.
(c()nt'ci
page 3) - fixedfaculty members and age
When asked about North-

Jen k ins hop eful of
UNI's f utu,:e

on·

'\

f

flexability, and student demands in specific areas of
study. He was in total
agreement that . the final
bargaining decision should be
a cooperative effort reached by
both faculty and administra-" .
tors.
In his opinion, McKeefery ·
commented that, while serving
as -president _at Paterson
College!. he helped to build and

.

•

elevate the institution to one
of the best in the state. He
enjoys non-residential schools
· and expressed his immediate
liking for UNI. The large city
suroundings and the unique
ethnic/racial mixture at UNI
impressed him particularly.
In the area of student
services, McKeefery stated
that the Commuter Center
[cont'd OD pg. 3)

'Co:nununication'
a key issue with
Kellogg's El_lis

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Dr. Peter Ellis, candidate for
theposition of UNI pre~ident,
appeared at a question and
answer session, Wednesday,
July 14, to meet with administrators, faculty, and students and to voice his platform
on university issues.
Eijjs described his style of
-administration as openly visible and easily accessible. He
stressed that "the ·chief executive at a university must be
aggressive; not abrasive." A
chief executive has an institu-:'tional mission to work with the
Board of Governors and the
community to attain the goals
set for the institution's future
growth and developement.
Under no circumstances would
he, if selected, be satisfied as a
"care taker" president, nor
would he tolerate mandates
from the BOG. He believes
that " a president must be his
own .man."
He also stated that it is the
responsibility of the president

to set a tonal example of open
communication with members
of the university. As president,
he feels it would be part of his
job to frequently attend stu.den t government meetings,
faculty senate, and committee
meetings to hear the needs of
the university, and keep well
informed of grievances. In
turn, as president, he would
keep his comstituents and the
community aware of the issues
at hand and work collectively
to- seek a solution.
He cited an example that he
would enjoy chatting and
miggling with the student
body over breakfasts or luncheons in the Student Union
Building as he has done in his
past as an administrator. He
added that he_ would also
expect the same cooperation
and open attitude from his
vice-presidents and the deans
of the colleges.
Believing in strong team
leadership, Ellis senses a lack

(cont'd on

page&) -
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Dear Editor: ·
.
·
II\ ~es~e to .the letter by
Rose Les~'. ?RINT, ' J,uly 2·
. ·Although'. Rose Lesniak. Out
There · Magazine/Apocalypse
PoetTy, considers herself
mocked as a poet, by the
poems of the Dove, ·a nd
considers that the Dove
throws in rhyme, "when
convenient, and not as a
\. craft,' \ I disagree. Some of us
normal everyday people really
do enjoy poetry with 'rhyme. l,
for one, detest having to
deciph~ all these "free style"
poems with all their hidden.
meanings. I thoroughly enjoyed Thoughts, and know
that the.· Dove did not just
write anything, but that his
thoughts wei:e truly filied with
feeling. anp.. in some•. of our
minds, (}.ltIGINAiI:TY! If
·this pae~s considers herself,
a poet, and ~
';thoroughly
disgusted" with the J1oetry of
tpe Dove, then why didn't. she
submit-::her poems. ·I'm
that·out·edit.or, who does make
life ~ble for many· peOple,
would : ·1ove ·to have ·suc'h an
·exp~rienced poet submit a
poem.. For some including
myself, JJOmetimes, a poem
"with· rhynie" does have
reason. Cliches; when well used
~ vei'y often effective!
AnnF. Holda

so

sure

~Jungle·
paradise
Dear Editor:
Under the spreading chestnut tree, that's how the poem
began.

letters··
j

Although they are not
chestnuts, but they do spread.
Their pr:oper names are:
The garden beneath the
glass p;v-amid is our ' oasis I
among the •.granite walls and .
dark .shadows.
.,,
We have on display, captured for your personal viewing, imported from the Chicago suburbs - TREES!
It will be our . pleasure to
shelter these towering beanstalks from pesky poodles, and
hyper huskies who would
disgrace the very bark that
protects the trees from the
cold .
Our cafeteria is turned into a
jungle paradise that Cheetah
would be proud to prowl.
With any luck the tree .roots
could grow and work their way
into the sewer below the
cafeteria and clog the drains.
Th~n tpe floor would have to
be . ripped up to fix the pipes
andi·that would mean the floor
would .have to be resurfaced
.and ~grouted. The ·-present
floor looks like a buffalo
crossing path because the floor
was accidentally waxed before
· the grout was dry, but if you
shuffle your feet it may w~
away by this fall.
.It is amazing how'. a simple
building can turn into a major
spectacle fit for MGM.
R.G. - a student

Krassn.erkudos
Dear Editors·; ·
I'd like to take "\;his time to
congratulate,-Mr. Don Krassner for having the nerve to tell
it like it Js in the July 2.n d
issue of PRINT. it tis about
time that someone did; it's· a
shame though that it took Mr.
Krassner two years to find out

~PRINT:the offi.1:ial campus newspaper-'lierting Northeastern Illino.~

University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., C~cago, Ill., 60625, is published , •
each Friday d~g the regular academic,1ear.
.
.
DEADLINE for .submitting material is Tuesday 12:00 noon for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the:standards .si;t forth under PRINT publication policy will be handled accordinglyby the editors. The editors
of PRINT wiU publish, at theiI'. disCNJtion, any lett,ers to t~e editor(
announcements, articles, classifieds, photos or other submitted ma-

terial. .

. .

.

'

.

'

' PRINT editors have sole authority governing all material submitted; The editors 6f PRINT reserve the right to edit copy. Editing .
iinplies that editor11 need not .accept all submitted material for pu~
lication; Good JOlll'nalistic standards shall be maintained.
. Students. are encouraged to -submit LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:_
Letters should not exceed two ~) typewritten pages. Unsigned le! ~rs
will not be p·ublished, but names wjll be wriihheld upon request.
Obscenities ,re-discouraged.
•
.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from anr student, f~culty, aa-'
ministratQr, department, or organu.ation -aff~Ald with the univer1ity. ·A~ouncementa shoµld not exce.ed ¼ page, typewritten ·and will
be published on a ipace-available basis.
,., , : · .
.
CLASSIFIEDS are free.to all students and affiliates of the umversity. Classifieds should be limited to 50 t~iten words. Classifieds
will be published on a space-available basis. :All Classifieds will remain confidential. .
.
;
.
.
I
·PHOTQS submitted for publication become the property of ~INT.
Photos will be returned upon request but will not be held for m,ore
than one week. Photos should include an informative caption ·(6 lines
max.) typed on a separate sheet a..'\~ iit~ar hed.
· ·
PAID ADS will be published according to the agreement between
the Business Manager and· the client: No ads will be taken over t.he
telepho,ie. .
'.
' ·
THE PRINT OFFICES (E-211 and E:214) are located on the University Commuter Center Meza,nine above t he north dining hall. The office is open from 8:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m. weekdays.
. '
,
· OFFICE TELEPHONES are 583-4050, extension 454 or 459: after
~ .;,o p.m. call direct, 583-4065.
·
_A

the truth; the truth which
most of us have known for
years.
As soon - as a black or
spanish person can't get a job,
can't buy a house, move into a
new neighborhood; or get into
trouble, they claim "discrimination. "
Discrimination my eye!
Why don'.t they get off their·
., duffs and ~ork? Why don't
: they keep up their neighbor-.
.hoods like the whites? When
they are in sch®l, why don't,
they go to class instead of the
game room to play pool?
. I'm· not saying all blacks
and · · spanish people are like
this, but a damn lot are! Most
white students attending
Northeastern are' first or
second generation Americans,
whose parents and grandparents came from Europe
with almost nothing but the
clothes on their backs. And
they started from scratch with

eged. The talented are _n_Q _m9re
nothing; they didn't ask for
hand-oµts, collect welfare responsible for their birthright .
than the underprivileged. We
checks, or cry discrimination.
They didn't have tune tb. They must ·have sympathy for the
doer too.
·,
were too busy working. They
We speak of freedom. Somekeep up their homes and take
times I .think we confuse it
care of their neighborhoods.
with license. Everything is
Our parents _. have worked
done to strengthen the rights
hard to put us tbrough school,
of the individual, at the
expense of responsibility to
and with all the taxes they
church, state, and authprity.
pay, tltey work hard to send
We are in the midst of a
these blacks and spanish to
rebellion;
a struggle for the
school to play pool, collect
hearts and the souls and the
checks, and cry discrimination.
minds of an·of us, and there
It's- amazing that the boss,
are no ,:spectators iii this
where I work, can't fire a black
struggle, oriJ,y players: ·
who loafs and smarts off to
. We · · do .'ilo.t . regret ·• the
him because the familiar battle r'ebelllon: ,~ut' perhaps the
. cry of "discrimination" would . battle was ."won· to<> well. We
arise. It's a shame that must qelp the .u nderprivileged
factories and other places of c;ertainly, but let us ~l§o
employment have to hire on I! respelit , suc.cess, . and those
, quota system, where blacks
willing to :work for it.
•
and spanish have to be. hired
I .tb.ank' you for giving me
before those people qualified
this chan'c e to voice my ·
for the job.
opinion; of . which I !lffl vecy
It is hard to have patience sure is shared by · a great
• with a society which only has- number of others. · ·
sympathy for the underprivilOne wbo.·k nows the truth

Mendel replies on 'Plan,;,,_ing'

Dear Editor:
At the • repeated request of
the ·Print, 1I would like tp take
this opportuqity tcf i-esl>i:>nd'• &
the article ··~ ntry11p'u. 61}sff~
regarding. ·fhe ~Planf, r Planhl.ig
and Security Department an~
· my position as D~t&>.!'..of this...
depart~ent. To begin wit?, let
me clarify the errors ~hieh, I .
found to be present in ·your
article.
Before I was hired, the
-entire department was restructured by Dr-:- 1!..ie~em~ and
: Sandra Faloona, his ~ssistant.
All contracts for services. were
let befor~ July ~• 1975, pnor ~
my . .bemg hired fo~ . this
.~s~tion. Also, you are in error
when you stated tha.t my
contract h~d been terminated;
by J:?r. Lieneman~, I. have
submit~ my resignation to
be effective May 31, 1971.
When your reporter sp~ke with
Ms. Faloona,. she ad1~11tted. to
me, that dunng the interview
she should Mve corrected your
statement regarding the termination, yet she neglected to do
so.
In answer to the findings of
the North Central Accreditation Commit~ee ' s a'!-dit, in
your article you mention that
it disclosed a lack of coordination and planning. This, however, was performed on the·
department prior to my coming aboard. I am now in ·
receipt of said audit and I
believe that it should be
printed in full by your
newspaper, as it will enlighten
many students as to the
condition and many faults
-evident in this institution. I
would like to point out that
this report only finds fault
with the long range planning
of this University.
Regarding the task force
mentioned in your article, I
believe t ha t it should be
-university information as to
w'ho compos ed this g roup,
when it was organized and
what were its findings. As an

audit of a system designed by
the Administration, and auditec:l J;>y"I'.>;, Li~emann and Ms.
F11l
· 1·· 1d · to
:-!m~
~'!"~-9.µ, seem
me
characteristics
The article -1so stated that
t'Jie-teJ"Wa'.sv,, an' ·inability of
individuals to work together.
Several of my assistants have
given me 100% cooperation.
My only problem has ·been
with Mr. · Skvarla, who I
wanted to· dismiss on Octo'btr
16, 1975, but was told by Dr.
Lienemann that I could not do
so. My authority over Mr.
Skvarla took on a supervisory
only aspect because · of ' the
protective umbrella held by
Dr. Lienemann.
I believe the many cases of
poor judgment and planning
are highly visible in the
buildings built in the lal3t eight
(8) years. I feel that eight (8)
years of poor planning cahnot
be turned around in nine (9)
months especially without the
'

?r!~!~t~!~.
t

cooperation of a certain department head w.ho was a candidate himself for the directorship.
I have been, and still
hopeful that with the cooperation of the Administration, in
addition to the rapport I
continue to enjoy and am
honored to hold with the
workers and unions involved,
that together we could rees'tablish communications with
the problems existing for .the
last eight years. .
. ·
Many additional buildings
have been constructed, more
students than ever are attending, · faculty are demanding
more services, yet the budget'
of this department has not
correspondingly ,increased with
the University's growth. These
services the University needs
and · should have, cannot be '
provided without mney and
manpower.
Marshall Mendel

am,

, the sta11PRINT is · the campus newspaper for Northeastern
Illinois University. Published weekly, this paper is paid
for by student fees and largely the work of Northeastern
students. Material published herein is not to be confused ·
with views expressed by the University administration.
PRINT is located in E-214, phone 583-4050, ext. 459.
Editor-in-Chief....... ... .. .. ......... .... ...... .... Robert J. Kosinski
Associate Editor..................... .......... Carol Jean Zalatoris
Photo Editor................................................. Dolora Jung
Business Manager..... ...... .... ... ........~....~ --~~--Rita Harmata
Graphics Editor... ......... .. .. .... ..... ... .. ............ ...... ?ack Welt
Staff: Laurence Brittan, Jakki Freedman, Ann F . Holda,
Tom Lasser, Connie Lucki, Mary Peterson, Pauline
Phillips, Roi! Stein, Robert Trahan, Pat ti Well bank,
Nancy Wilson ·
·
Photographers : Steve Flamich, Cindy _Hagerty, Paul
Manda
Cartoonists: Tom .Hamill, Mark Schu1tz
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another group from the NCA
advanced degree level."
The Commission reported to appeal the recommendation.
7 _,
Lienemann and his Norththat Northeastern is offering
eastern compatriots do not
"sound academic programs",
but the_ development of the quarrel completely with the
institution could be impaired findings of the Commission,
because of, briefly, "the_confu· but theY. will ~ttempt to delay
the Commission's next visit to
sion that exists in the internal
some time over the allotted
governance · of the institution,
three year6.
the low level of faculty morale,
Lienemann. feels, and one
and the instability at the
can scarcely blame him, that it
higher administrative levels."
This seemed to spell ~rtain is almost unfeasible· to saddle
death for some members of the an incoming president with the
UNI community, particularly tremendous taks that the
North Cennal Commission has
in the current light of the
Problems in Plant and Plan· outlined, and give him only '
ning, faculty/adminisnation three years to comply.
The task includes fighting
disputes regarding tenure and
Another recent rumor sur· collective bargaining, and an with J.egislators for better
by Robert J. Kosinski
.
rounded a visit to this campus
"Acting" administration on funding, working with an
Northeastern
Illinois
Uni•
apprehensive faculty for a
of the folks from the North · the three highest levels.
versity began Dismissal hear·
Central Association of Colleges
To dispel some of these better understanding, and
and Schools around_the:middle• morbid rumors, Acting Pres- "pleading" to the Board of ing proceedings against the
controversial Sociology Proof May. These are the people ident Bill Lienemann called in . Governors and The Illinois
fessor
Daniel Stern, last
who decide · on the accredita· the Editor of the Print Board of Higher Education for ·
Tuesday, July 13.
tion of universities and the ·(myself) to explain just what a better everything.
· The hearing was formulated.
Lienemann explicitly added
rumor ·implied that Northeast· the situation really is.
to
discuss nine charges levied
that despite the report and
em was setting right on the
by
the Sociology Department
As
it
happens,
according
to
what . may happen with the
"San Andreas fault" of higher .
relating
to the publishing and
Lienemann, the report of the-- Commis~ion this week, or what
education.
distribution
of confidential
. The Commission from the gi°oup which visited Northeast· , may happen ' in three years,
materials,
l
he
attempted dis· '
NCA which visited Northeast· em is only of a preliminary Northeastern is in NO danger
crediting
of
fellow
_Sociology
nature.
A
team
consisting
of
.
of
losing
its
accreditation.
em and talked to the various
Profes!}Or
Samuel
Betances
a
We hope he's right. ·
segments of the university Ann Smith, acting vice-pres·
relaxed,
yet
courtlike
atmo•
(and even read the Print for ide'nt _for Academic Affairs;
A few months ago, one of
sphere, 'the university was
added insight), recommended Vince Malek, dean of the the major Chicago newsP,&per.s
given
the initial opportunity to
UNI as lookip2 like
"that the institution undergo Graduate College;, and-·Batba• described.
(
1Jl.h..~\f,.~J; ( ;,., ia.:.t u..: 'j ~ F ,
present
witnesses to speak on
rhoifl>f}i b'.g t<iJ~ £~}1~ ffil~1)t5 1 ,t J-}Yould
its next periodic review in ra Winston, ch~
the
charges.
three years and that in the North Centr'af · Ai ffiHati:oli be ; a, ,1Jhai:qe_14f that go<>d·
Sociology Department chair•
inti!irim there be no serious
natur-ed :r0bservation tur ned
pel"80D
Mary Ann', Schwartz,
into a , reality;
·
effort made to move to a more
former student representative
i,~i .t· .:r ,{ .r:i· 1~-,d t:*·1 .~::'.J.:11.
<:J ·-!nl.lhi:ibui
. . .
Carol Williams and Sociology
1
Professors Ronald Glick and
a.t ••· t•
Alberto Mata each spoke on
the first issue regarding the
distribution of confic\ential
materials;
Julie Prorok, Brian Hagedorn,
They said that Stem, on a
by Robert J. Kosinski
- Francine P.orter.
Marshall Bronaugh.
The Federation Universitar·
The next Student Senate couple of occasions, handed
. Search and Screen for
ia Socialista Puertoriquenno
meeting will be on Monday, out materials related to stu·
dent grievances against BePhysical Education Director
(FUSP) was granted a perma·
July 26 at 7 pm.
tances to members of the
nent charter by the Student
,.
Sociology Department.
Senate at an uneventful meet·
ing of July 12. FUSP was
Though the file on student
grievances is open to members
awarded the charter under the
·
of that department, the univer·
stipulation that · they would
· sity claimed that the unsolicitnot receive financial support (cont'd from page 1)
Student Union is a vital hesitated to come to UNI or . ed manner in which the
from student fees monies
necessity for stu.9ents. "Many any institution facing the grievances were distributed
because of alleged partisan
st~dents attending Northeast• threat of losing its accredida• indicated an attempt by Stem
political purppses.
em are of a bicultural environ• tion, he replied no. He feels to discredit Betances within
Former Charlter Review
Board Chairman Robert Ger•
mental lifestyle," he said. It is that the seven . m~jor points the department.
owitz said that club members , his feeling that many students cited in the NCA report were
Stem's defense maintained
agreed to the stipulation _look to their university life not mortal. Quite the connary, that since those given the
because they · felt it would
experiences as a means of he believes that UNI is blessed grievances had access to them
with the many ~tural re- anyway, !!1 the 'chairpersons
increase their chances of social upgrade.
gaining the recognition by the
·When questioned about the sources of a large metropolitan office, no confidentiality was
senate as a chartered club.
role of the president in faculty area, an excellent city nans· violated.
Other organizatiQns to government issues and deci• portation system, and a camachieve such recognition at sion making, McKeefery's pus library that· is parallel to
last Monday's meeting were philosophy was that "a strong other outstanding university
Womenews, the Association faculty government system is _libraries in Illinois. With the
for Childhood Education &IJd effective if it is workable." In current economic pressures
the Wildem~s Society.
his experiences with faculty being felt in all major cities, he
Continuing with the unfin· governments he reported that reassurred the members of the
ished appointments of the he had never acted as a "vetor university that because UNI is year is too high. He recomboisterous affair of two weeks officer, " that was not the pattered near large businesses, mended the addition of more
before, the Senate named the president's job. Rather, early people will always continue to lecturers to the faculty staff
following persons to the re- · imput and consultative in• seek to improve themselves and the possibilities of "revolvement was his idea of the - both intellectually and for job ' training" of individuals to
spective committees:
better suit the needs of the
Parking Appeals, Board role that should be ·taken by a
related experience.
university.
president.
_
Rober McDonald.
- He says he is opposed to
A native of Philadelphia,
Financial Aid Committee In ljght of the recent
John Welt. ·
unfavorable report from North
William James McKeefery is any direct role of students in
married and the father of three the tenuring process, but
Graduation Commen~ment Central Accredidation (NCA),
added that student evaluations
college
age children.
·
Committee - Judy Macior, the candidate was asked if h_e
by Robert J. Kosinski
There was a nasty rumor
circulating about, a few weelcs
ag~, that the Editor of the
Print (myself) had recently
graduated from this illustrious
institution and was soon on his
way to bigger and better
things (not a hard task when
you come to think of it. )
- It was a terrifying thought
to imagine myself leaving this
bastion of belligerent booklarn·
in', but something · happened
recently which might, have
even started the most dedicat·
edNortheasternitessneaming
for the exits.
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Sten:i hearings
. begin

-Senate charters··· FtJSP~ ,.,
fills vacancies

McKee£e r y.

.

· A continuation of discussion
of this and the otner charges
will begin on Tuesday, July 20
at _1.:30 pm. Because of the
current pace, it is expected
that the hearing will last far
beyond the scheduled six
sessions. ·

AISG elects
new officers .
by Robert J. Kosinski
Paul Hagen of Northern
Illinois University was elected
chairman of the Association of
Illinois Student Governments
for one year at the AISG
meeting of July 14 in Spring•
field. Hagen, former vice-pres·
ident of the Association,
succeeds Doug Diggle of
Carbonale in that position.
Otl\,er officers elected at
Tuesday's meeting were, Kar•
en Apderson of Eastern 11·
linois University, vice-chairperson; Laura Ricci of South•
ern Illinois University in
Edwardsville, Secretary; and
Harry Johns of Kaskaskia
College, Treasurer. .
In his acceptance speech,
Hagen ~pressed concern for
the , future of the AISG
because of disturbing events
that have caused a deteriora•
tion of the organization's ,
vi~bility over the past several
months. He said that each
individual member school must
be prepared to make a
committment for the better•
ment of the organization in the
~ture.
'

Jenkins

1

should play an important part
as they are a significant
indication of an instructors
performance in the classroom.
He says he has positive
feelings about the future of a
commuter institution like
Northeastern and ·says he
.... would try to make himself
available to concerned parties
whenever possible.

I

I
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A-r netica 's labor
.,. ~,-..

BW:OD DRJYE :-- Wednesday, July 28, 9 a.~. to 1 .p.m.,
Alumm Hall located m the new Corn.muter Center Student Union
Building. The Mobile Unit will be here. Appointments
be
made ~ Health Services at Ext. 355-356. -

can

THE EARTH SCIENCE- CLUB is planning a Geology/
Camping .lfrip to Ontario, Canada during the ;ummEir break
August 20 thru Sept. 7. The trip is• open to anyone, ·but a
familiarity with E"'arth Science is' recommended. There will be.
collecting of amethyst, sodalite, and other minerals, as well as
tours_ of various min~. .For f\lrther information -contact Tom
Lentzen or Ann Holda in the .Earth Science Department or at
1
extension 737.

-
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the subject of dramatic
f

photo exhibit

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
More than 250 dramatic
photographs of men and
- women at work today and a
century ago will be on display
at Northeastern thrq_ugh '"
Saturday, July 31.
The exhibit, "On the Job in
INTERESTED IN TEACHING in the Catholic Schools? The
Illinois: Then and Now," will
center for program development is offering the course ·cPD
travel throughout . the state
371-01, Teaching Religion in Catholic Schools, which is partially
this year as Illinois Labor's
fulfills the theology requirement of .the Catholic School Board.
salute to the bicentennial.
Class will begin Fall 76. 4-6:30 l!:m. Mondays. Instructor is
The photos on exhibition
Father Price.
depict men and women indus•
trial workers as the individuals
PICNIC - All Northeastern students are invited to an all
who "control and direct enor•
school picnic, Thursd~y, August 5, 1 p.m. on the Parental School
mous power, mastering tasks
of great complexity."
grounds (south of the tennis courts). Bring your lunch 'and we'll
The purpose of the exhibit
bring the test!
·
according to Mr. Les Orear,
president of the Illinois Labor
STUDENT SENATE will hold its next meeting on Monday,
History Society and project
July 26, at 7 pm. , in room CC-217. All students are welcome.
director for the exhibit, is "to
give the public a strong visual
CHARTER REVIEW BOARD is pleased to announce_that it
understanding of the' role of
will be meeting on alternate Thursdays through the remainder of
labor in this technological
the Summer term. Our next meeting will be July 29, at 1 pm., in
society. It should help explode
room E-205 S.
the myth of dehuminization of
work. These photos show that .
KID'S COLLEGE desperately needs contributions .::... games, people are not just appendages
athletic equipment, art and crafts supplies, and mone~ to buy
of machines. -T here : are not
these things. Last year's supplies, once believed to be missing,
robots in these photos. Even
. were ·. rec~vered, however, the program is still in - need of where the work seems routine,
THE FOUNDRY by Archie ' Lieberman, Evanston, Ill., one of over 250
replenishing. Donations will ~ gratefully accepted at the Office
the beauty of the h·uman
photographs on display in th'e Bicent~nnial photo ..xhibition, ON THE
personality radiates from the '
of Womens Services. Call 583-4050 extension 503.
108 IN ILLINOIS: THEN & NOW. The traveling exhibition was orgaimages."
.
nized by the lllinoi~ Lob~r History Society._
·
The old photos in the exhibit
WOMEN'S STUDIES needs "olunteers ,to help staff the
havebeen drawn from the files
Resource Center (0-041) when it opens in the fall. If you can spare
two or more hours a week and would like to spend time working of the Chicago Historical shows a ~ oman cable splicer :tennial Commission and the
Society, the Illinois State for Illinois Bell emerging from Illinois Jfumanities Council.
with materials on women, please contact Womens Services.
Library and various busi• a manhole ·marked with a sign,
At the close of the year, the
Contributions of ~agazines, books, and other reading material nesses. One shows a line for Men Working."
_
entire photo collection will be
relevant -to womens studies are also welcome. Their aims ·are women factory workers wear·
The. exhibit ·has been made placed in the Illinois State
large, but t-he budget is small. Can you help?
ing their on-the-job uniforms; available to UNI wi-thout Historical Society archives as
HAWAII-HONOLULU .A special travel program itaa been white blouses and bloomers.· In charge. The project is funded a resource for future genera•
arranged for the Northeas~ _Jllinois University community. contrast, a photo of today in part by t~e Illinois Bicen· tions.
The schedules are to leave Chicago on August 26, 1976 by the
, Continental International DC-10 and to return from Hawaii on
September 2, staying 7 nights at the Tra_vel Lodge Hotel near the
beach. The total cost is $379 plus $15 of recent price increase.
This cost includes air fares, hotel of double occupation, transfers,
in flight meals, ler greeting, -sightseeing, one continental
breakfast for briefing and escort. There are only a few· reserved
seats and rooms available. Those interested must pay the whole
fare before July 26, 1976. Contact Dr~ Kiang, S-344B or Ext. 786,
or Mr. Tom Lazar, Nortown Travel Service, 2617 W. Devon Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., 60646 (R04-6264).
A NEW COURSE will be offered in the Economics Dept. this
fall entitled 46-31-S· _I.ntroduction to Econometrics and
Forecasting. The new number of ref~nce for registration is
11698. Students are urged to register for this course. For further
information contact the.Dept. of Economics, S-225-H 01 call ext.
765.
CAREER SERVICES is offering a special, fiye session seminar
during July and August to assist uneipployed teachers in
discovering alternate careers. Enrollment -is limited and is on a
first come, first serve basis. Those enrolling in the class are
~pected to attend all five sessions. Classes will be held in room
B-112 each Tuesday from 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. _starting July 6,
1976 and terminating on August 3, · 1976. Sign up in the
CAREER SERVICES office, room 8 ;117. Hurry, becuase only a
MO.DEL "T" ASSEMBLY, ~hicago, circa 1920 (D9vid R. Phillips Collection), one ,
limited number of students can be enrolled in this program!
·
of ma_ny hi~torical photos included· in the traveling .Bicentennial Exhibition, ON ,
'T!:IE JOB: THEN & NQW. The exhibition wqs organized by the Illinois Labor HisTHE FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT would like to
. tory Society.
announce a new course which will be introduced for the first time
t
in ·the· Fall of 1976, The course is Polish I, and the subsequent
courses, Polish Ii' and Polish III, ·will be offered in forthcoming
trimesters.
'l'his course, which is primarily for students of Polish Qtigin but
aiso for those who are interested in it, will coyer the fundamentals
of Polish,
·
We are· aware that there is a big percentage o~ students with
Polish ethnic backgrounds on our campus, an9 .we assume that
you, too, might be interestedjn this unique course which will give
you the rare opportunity to speak and understand the language
. of your great ancestors.
·

.An all-school picnic will be
held ~n Thursday, August 5 beginning at 1 pm. Come & enj_oy!

REGISTRATION INFORMATION: Course Number: POL·
III (01), Time: 9 MT Th, 9 F (Lab)
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,UNI's prairie provides
'
insight in nature research
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I love my prairies, they are mine
From zenith to horizon line
-clipping a world of sky and sod
Like the bended arm and wrist of God.
I love their grasse s. The skies

dry summer months. In the
by C. Ann Y akimow
thirty miles south -of the
Are l,arger, and my restless eyes
course of nat ral succession,
Have you, ever been up to University.
Fasten on more of earth and air
these plants are crowded out
your ears in bluestem and
So, what exactly is a prairie?
Than sea shores furnish anywhere.
by the better adapted, native
bobolinks? Or waded through And what is its value? How
prairie plants. Prairie grasses
rainbow-crested waves of green did Northeastern come to own
I love my prairies, they are mine,
in a tree-locked inland sea? it, and what is to be done with
and forbs are perennials. They
From high sun to horizon line.
live- for many years and
Well, you need not even swim it?
The mountains and the cold gray sea
to cross this sea, because it's a
develop · strong, cweP, expan·
In the introduction to
Are not for me, are naught to me.
sive root systems that are
prairies. And in its restless PRAIRIE: SWELL AND
beauty lies an irresistable lure SW ALE by Torkel Korling,
resilient to drought and fire.
("My Prairies", by Hamlin.Garland, '
Each spring, the stems and
that has already caught a Dr. Robert F . Betz (Professor
from Prairie Songs, 1893)-f.
·
leaves regrow; and over the
number of Northeastem's stu- of Biology, U.N.I.) describes a
dents and faculty. But who prairie as "a natural North
y.,ears the roots form a dense
sod that prevents invasion . by
could resist gazing upon this . American grassland-composed
vestige of Inclian history and
foreign species. Unfortunately,
Interested people gathered
wonder that from autumn's of native perennil!l grasses and
of early pioneer days. The
support as they investigated
prairie relics are few and far
ashes springs to life each year · other herbaceous plants in
between, and the inavailability prairie is a living museum of possible ways of saving the
with greater vibrancy? This is which grasses contribute much
area. Then, in 1971, the
the sweeping grassland of the to the vegetative cover." Early · of seeds interrupts the natural ...things saved elsewhere only in
story
and
song.
Gensburg family donated apregrowth of disturbed areas.
Indians and the buffalo. This settlers w:re amazed at the
The ·prairie is also a
proximately 60 acres, valued
is' the splendour and the vast; green sea that spread
Distinctive prairie soils de· scientific laboratory of vast at over $200,000, to The
supstance of the midwest. This before them as they enc_o unterveloped along with the plant importance. Rare plants and
Nature Conservancy. The folis a rare, unique life form that ed the middle-west. Trees were
community. Natural and man· animals have been sav:ed in
lowing year, U.N.I. received a
made fires aided the recycling their native habitat. Interat one time swead as far as almost completely absent exmatching fu11ds grant from the
the eye could see. of nutrients and produced the relationships between plants; Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
cept for the groves that lined
for the-purpos·e of purchasing
Two hundred years ago , the waterways. The doniinant
deep, dark layer of topsoil that animals, and non-living enremaining lots of adjacent
over most of Illinois' rolling prairie begetation - the plant
is charact eristic of prairie soils. vironmental components can
be
studied
without
the
comland,
a project that was far
landscape, there flourished a form found in greatest abunLake Chicago that once
from easy. Legal · problems
vast array of tall prairie dance over the widest distribucovered the Markham area left plications of outside . distur·
bances. As a genetic pool, a
were encountered all along the
grasses and forbs. A procesbehind a variety of conditions. future source of food or drgus
tion - is grass.
way. Even now, lack of funds
sion of colour progressed from
The alkaline, black soil of the or of plants necessary for land
Sewn among; t the grasses
and of cooperation prevent the
spring through autumn as one are patches of colourful, flowerprairie is trans-sected by an reclamation , the .prairie is
addition o_f adjacent tracts of
flower after another would ing, herbaceous plants known
acid, sandy· beach_. And across invaluaj>l~. __ _
_
prairie.
the rolling plain conditions
bloom and f?de. The native as forbs . One immediatel-y
Dr. Betz is ent husiastic
Gensburg-Markham Prairie
American grassland commun- notices the diversity of these
about the future of Gensburg·
range from wet to dry. This is truely a source of pride for
Markham Prairie. Currently
ity was able to withstand the forbs . White-fringed Orchid,
habitat variety is the basis for U.N.I. The ownership of so
the mosaic of plant associa- large a piece of pristine wairie there is a course offered by the
climactic extremes of heat and pink Marsh Phlox, purple and
is unique~ and the value of the Department of Geography and
tions found on the prairie.
cold, wet and dry, and the orange Lead Plant, yellow
The abundant variety of land as a natural laboratory Environmental Studies that
occasional fires that would Coreopsis, Brown-eyed Susan,
·and as a repository of native allows students to study
ravage the land. But plowing, and more are knot by yards of
flora and fauna found on the
Chicagoland flora and fauna Prairie Management. Hopefulovergrazing, and finally urbanrelatively small amount of land will be ever increasing in the ly, the prairie will be utilized
grasses into a kaleidoscoprc
ization have nearly completed midsummer quilt that already
is the unique asset of Gens- future.
much more ·extensively for
the destruction of Illinois'
burg-Markham Prairie. Four
promises stalks of Blazing
The story of how the educational and s~ientific purprairies. Nevertheless, a few . Star and wands o(,Goldenroq.
hundred plant species, 98 University came to possess _ poses. There are still a fence to
relic tracts of prairie- remain ;
This ever-changing scene is a . species of birds, twelve differ.' Gensburg-Markham Prairie is build and a nature center to
one of these is Gensburgbold and beautiful contrast to
end mammals, a totai- of ten long and complex. It took erect.
Anyone who is interestedin
. Markham Prairie, owned and
the average open lot ,or
species of amphibians and years of dedicated, hard work
managed by Northeastern Illireptiles, and 101 insect· species by Dr. Robert Betz, ~arl learning more about the prairie
overgrown pasture that sports
·have been identified on the Bartel, The Nature Conservan- or-helping out with the work
nois University. This primeval
a small variety of weedy
site. It is unsurpassed in both cy (an organization that that has to be done on it is
remnant of virgin, tall-grass
annuals growing with non-napurchases lands of ecologically encouraged to contact Dr.
aesthetic and scientific value.
prairie located in the city of
tive grasses.
significant value and then Robert Betz in the Biology
A
prairie
is
valuable
in
Markham, approximately
Plants commonly found on
transfers ownership and man· Department. An understanddifferent ways to different
disturbed ground are weedy.
peop,Je. To some. it is a refuge agement responsibility to ing and apprecitation of the
invaders brought over from
from the city and from the other more apropriate parties. components and workings of
The corporation acts as an nature is something that lasts
Europe. They are annuals,
pressures of everyday life. It is
intermediary in most of its for a lifetime; it is something
suited to the cool and damp
a place to relax; to take a long
actions), and many other to keep and to share. The
stroll and enjoy the sunshine
conditions of spring and late
.. 1• MEMREFCJlf: f .
:
persons. The prairie was first opportunity to experie~e the
and
wildflowers.
Some
see
the
autumn, but are hard-pressed
discovered in the early 1960's. prairie is rig t here, at U.N.I.
. prairie as ~ bit of Americana, a
for survival during the hot and
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next week
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be at Northeastern in
Alumni Hall, Wednesday, July
28 from 9 am to 1 pm. Persons
wishing to participate in the
Red Cross assurance plan, can
donate blood at their convenience or by making an appoint- .
ment by calling Health Ser•vices, 583-4050, extension 355
or 356.
I'n an emergency, the assurance plan guarantees blood to
the donor and members of his
family without the responsibi-_
lity . of replacement. Family
members also can ~ome part
of a nationwide . system of
regional Red Cross Blood
Donation Centers that provide
needed blood throughout the
United States,· Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands and Canada.
Donors must be between tlie
ages of 17 and 66 years, weigh
a minimum of 110 pounds and

in good physical health. Persons with a mlhlical history of
hepatitis, malaria, yellow jaundice 9r a form of cancer;
excluding skin cancer, will be
deemed inelligible.
Persons over 66 years old,
require a physician's written
consent prior to donating.
At the mobile unit, temperatures will be taken and blood
pressures and hemoglobin
checked before an individual
will be allowed to donate. A
thorough medical history will
also be requested. Donors
must eat a good meal before
giving blood since blood may
not be donated on an empty
stomach. Actual· donation time varies
between persons, but, on the
average it will take 10 - 15
minutes.
Juice and cookies will be
served to participar,its after
donating.

Folk _singer Mike Scott was o~e of several performers to entertain incoming freshmen and Northeastern students at a series of concerts scheduled for the orientation week by the Commuter Center
Activities Board. The entertainment was a welcome change for the new students from the hectic
happenings-consistent with every orientation period. (Photo bye Dolora Jung)
'

'

Ellis
(cont'd from page 1)

With a B.S. (History) and
M.A. (Educational Administration) from Western Michigan University, and an E.D.
from the governing board. (Educational Administration)
Appalled, he said that it is role from Michigan State, Dr. Ellis
of the president to evaluate the . has seEVedisince''1~7~Wit!h" tlie
quality of leadership at a w :K. Kellogg Foundation ?~J
university; not the executive is currently Pro~am -'Director
and Committee• Chairman "'i or
board.
.

of continuity at UNI and
noted that the responsibility to
bring about a correctable
change rests with the president.
In the
of non-traditional education programs, Dr.
The College of Education at
Ellis estimatedthat UNI has UNI is facing a decline in the
shown a reasonable amount of hiring of faculty. When the
success in this area. He sees question was posed, Dr-. Ellis'
program development playing solution was that the universia vital role in strengthening ty should examine its records,
the university's educational which he said conclusively
curriculum. However, he does , shows a successful history of
not dismiss traditionally struc- student placement'. Also, a
tured courses, but said that university must identify and
flexibility is essential to meet examine the needs -in the
the changing needs of the various educational areas and ,
students. Raising financial focus on developmental opassistance for innovative ven- tions.
tures, he said, must begin with _ Last year, the university
the efforts of the president, budget alloted a restricting
and funds raised should meet figure of approximately 4 cents
the increasing yearly demands. per student in the area of
Professor Gary Bevington, student services. Ellis respondLinguistics Department, asked eel that many departments are
a rather unique question of the grossly underfunded. His sug- ,
candidate regarding a pres- gestion was for the university
ident's reasons for resigning. to formulate an effective
Having been affiliated with the means to determine and set
university for approximately priorities.
five years, Bevington reflec-In chosing an academic vicetively commented that he had ,, presid~nt, Ellis expressed a
never known an administrator desire for a compatable, strong
or president to resign bitterly ae4demic leader with signifiand asked Ellis what he felt cant insight into faculty
were · logical reasons that concerns. --He said ~hat an
would force a- president to academic vice-president should
. be sensitive to traditional and
resign.
.,.
Ellis stated that, as pres- non-traditional educational apident, he would resign from proaches, and that one would
office if the BOG or the be expected to aid in compligovernor of Illinois persistant- menting the president to the
ly infringed on his presidential faculty.
authority or unreasonably cut
At the informal reception
the university's budget to an that follo,wed, the session, Dr.
inoperable level. He recalled Ellis talked with. student
that three years ago, he representatives and supported
watched and experienced a the organized efforts of the
vice-presidential firing as a student government viewing it
result of persistent ultimatums as a vital student representa-

area

·

, tive voice.

t<J:-i ·11~

·i;~~ · •htf~.-·

the Foundation's extensive
interests in education. Prior to
joining Kellogg, Ellis was
Secretary, i.e., Executive Officer, Board of Trustrees
(1968-72); visiting professor,
School of Continuing Educati.QJJ.. l l~9l; ,,A\ssistant to the
Vice-President of Student ServicesJ.~1'96fP 68·); Director of
Financial Aid (1965-66) - all
at WestettOMichigan Universi-

ty. He also served Ias Field
Secretary of the Michigan
Association of School Boards
(1960-64), and as a teacher,
coach, · and principal at the
secondary level in Clis, Michigan (1953-60).
In his late 40's, Dr. Ellis is
married to an elementary
school teacher in the Kalamazoo Public · School system.

v)f1~rti)t01fj ,

What's happening?
H'iring-s,, firings, tests, protests,
new president, new vice-president, resignations, resurrections, in~urrections ....

1

Only YOU can ,ind out.
Join the PRINT Publication

Robert J. Kosinski/Editor-in-chief
Room E-2~ 1; Ext. 454
Carol Jean Zalatoris/Associate Editor
Room 214; Ext. 459
Don't just read about it.

Experience _
it.
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THANK YOU LT. FLOOD AND
DENNIS SHAW (Security) for

lor sale
For sale: ~ to believe! Walnut
Dresser $60. Fantastic Walnut
Buffet $195, Oak Office Desk $110.
All refinished. Paul 478-1909.
For sale: Mamiya Sekor C-3 2¼
inch professional camera with
105IJJ.m f 3.5 lens. Accepts all
120-220 roll type film. Excellent
condition used for only 4 months,
$125.00 or best offer. Call 237-0519
after 6 p.m.
For sale: 26 inch ladies bike, single
speed, rear coaster brakes, narrow
tires, basket, good condition; like
new. $30.00. Call 283-8451.

caring enough to .rescue a tiny bird
which had fallen into a parking lot
drainage hole. It's nice to know
the world still has some "Good
Guys."
A Grateful' Sandpiper

TO SECRET ADMIRER:
Now you also have one!
Sincerely,
Secret Admirier "2"

Love does not consist in gazing at>
each other across the room, but in
looking together in the same
direction. Truth will alleviate the
tension. Let your feelings be
known to each other for you will
find the emotion will be returned.

--------------/

For sale: Year old SansuiReceiver,
model 210. $70 or best price. Cost
$110. Phone 674-1853.
For sale: Toyota 1973 Celica $2300
or offer. Air-AM/FM-reclinerscarpets-37mi/hwy. Call extension
407 on campus and ask for Kathy.
For sale: $29,950. Take the train
at the Elston & LeClaire or
Montrose & Cicero station. In 1
hour you will arrive in Fox Lake.
Three blocks from the depot, on
hill, behind the Lakeland Shopping
Plaza, is a partially furnished, 4
room, year round home, with a full
basement, a large garage for your
boat and car with a spacious attic
above the garage. The channel is
about 300 feet from the screened-in
patio. This is far enough away
from chaotic Chicago and close
enough to all conveniences. You
could even live here without a car.
For more information call 283·

2517.

sublet
TIRED OF THAT LONG DRIVE
TO SCHOOL? One bedroom
APARTMENT SUBLET from
September 4, 1976 to September

30, 1977 at " 1975" price of
$196/month plus optional undercover parking at $16/ month. Only
15 minutes from Northeatern ½
block from Bryn Mawr station, 2 .
blocks.from the Lake. All utilities
paid except electric. Wall to wall
carpeting, air conditioning, laundry and storage facilities , security
television . camera in lobby. All
walls newly painted white with
wallpaper in the kitchen. Some
pets allowed. All this at 1060 W.
Hollywood. Contact Sue after 5
p.m. at 271-1725. Call now!

LIZ:

The Jack of Welt

To the turtle which aspires to the
positon of salon-keeper: Happy
oirthday. May yo\!!" fete be the
beginning of the recreation of the
Colette/Stein/Barney gatherings.
of yo~. What you need now is a
chronicler. No Northeastern poets
need apply.

---- .---------Have another Mind Julip, Carl.
-'- -------------Is J.P. really the ELIZABETH

as always,
Patti
Steve Lapan -

Finally, a personal to the most
reverend instructor on campus.
We. LOVE you.
Your adoring public
Steve McQueen -

You'll never know how much I
appreciated your last personal.
With all t hat has been said and
left unsaid
why are we still
waiting?
90 degree incisors
Crash,

And the students of UNI had a
petition to get me .out of the
parking lot!!IIII
student driver

, Doc
P.S. I don't read them beforehand
if I'm asked not to.
Dear Judy,

Nothing has been happening
with me lately. How about you?
Camp is almost over.

-

:-_

~ -

Love,
Jimmy
t

·"'fl~;,I - - - - - - -

Triumph over your weaknesses by
weakening the causes. Weaken the
causes by changing your attitudes.
Change your attitudes by enhancing your strengths. Before enhancing your strengths, be assured
that they are not really your
weaknesses.
Doc 7:16
Dear Patti,

It seems we only see each other
RAY of the Commuter Center?
for a short time each week. Fie,
- Doc,
what are we going to do?
--------------Who cares how beautiful the
Love,
RICHIE STALLION,
morrow if no one is there to
Make sure the auditorium
Robert Redford
appreciate it.
doesn't float away·
, appreciator of the finer
Dear Julie,
MICHAEL:
things in life
ROBERT . REDFORD, STEVE
Friday afternoon and Monday
You have such a beautiful name
evening were espeeially nice 'and f McQUEEN
and I want you to know I think it
TEDY BEAR [with one "d"):
brought back good memories.
I can't believe my good fortune
fits you to a "T".
Thank you for the peace
Also, thank you for enlightening
in having you nearby. To know
I also want to thank you for
offerirlg. How did you know-they
me to the truths of last Sept.;
you is to love you.
being my fully credentialed proxy
are my FAVORITE! Glad to have
Elizabeth Taylor
sometimes I can't see the fig tree
during my brief absence at the
milt you; stop by anytime and
for the Raid can . . . if you know
P AB meeting.
we'll .share a few laughs.
what I mean.
To everyone in a student orgaiµza·
Love,
C.J.
The Statue of Liberty[s)
tiou that helps make the days fly
Jimmy
by and give me so much pleasure
P.S. You qualify to join the special
Who was that brave man who
LORETTA SWIT:
- it is you who make this all
corps of back scratchers.
saved the little bird from certain
, If you're hurting from the past;
worthwhile. I couldn't do it
death. Kudos, Plaudits and Acforget it. Live today for today and
without you.
Woe be it to the man who does not
colades. Could it be our own
Love, Elizabeth Taylor
look forward to the future. Miss
have everything and refuses to
Dennis Shaw?
Swit, keep me in your thoughts
' help himself realize his goals.
today; I will be there tomorrow
Hawk6:3
,;>.ear,~
,~otd [idias James Dear Olivia,
too.
0 Jll':lb:
/·' ·~:)j
It
was
so
nice
finally
hearing
Cqn!Y.1, 6fn • "
-" •
Judy,
!ohn'"Dbke'! W•yne'
'm .i,orry I w,as unable to put in from you. Who do yo~ like the
I'm sorry, but I cannot reveal
best?
~o~
, ..to. ,YOIJ , .last , week. I
OLIVIA NEW'll0N IOHN. ~v, "£
the
origin of my nickname. I
BobR.
thoroughly enjoyed myself last
You're just working out fine.
WILL give you a hint, though. It
Thursday. Gave-me cause for some
Glad to have you around Miss.
has nothi~ to do with turnips,
reflection. How: to remedy the ,
John "Duke" Wayne
Bulgarian bus drivers or argyle
Dear
Olivia,
situation over the weekends? Why
socks.
I can see who you DON'T like '
not make some plans. I lo.ve
Mr. Steve McQueen and Mr.
Doc
spending time with my favorite the best. You never write me any
Robert Redford:

Gentelmen . . . when in the hell
are we going to make a movie
together? Damn, we have to be
about the three biggest box office
successes at thim time.
John "Duke" Wayne

RESEARCH
•

••

• •

•

Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose

$1.00

to
handling.

TO KERRY:
Do yo~ want a fuzzy friend? See
yo~ at the bar.
Love,
You know who!
TO THE PRESIDENT OF SG:
Now that's the way a meeting
should be run ; short and sweet.
Hang in there ·guy. ,

---

________ __ _
__:.

The crisis is over; you're done
with the board exams so relax and
enjoy the Beach Boys (Concert
tonight with your friends. Oh, an
what about playing tennis or
going sailing next week or in the
Bob (bass clarinet) :
Happy Birthday! "You·•re not ner future? You're gorgeous gal.
Big Mac
getting older, you 're getting
better."
I

personals

P. REYNOLDS:

Hey Pat! So you never got a
TO THE GENTLEMAN who personal before in a paper. Well,
drives a yellow Simca and parks it this changes that, so have a nice
in the Science Building lot . . . Hi day you silly "jerk face. " Oh, now
that you're rich, this personal will
ya Cuttie!! !
cost you a round sweetie.
BOB :

Didn't you come down kind of
hard on that fluttering bird? After
all weren't you a clumsy flyer
when you left the nest? Writing is
an art. Art is expression and
knows no limits. Don't be so nasty
if you don't see eye to eye. We all
are students you know! . . .

Are you missing me this
semester? I hope you're doing fine,
and will see you in September . . .
EEEEE

ANNO.:

Judy

personals. I'm hurt.

star.

To the red Rose of Poems,

Big Mac

Did you find (unearth?) your
DISCO LADY:
biochemistry notes yet?
Welcome back from your weekB LOOD DRIVE - Wednesday, long vacation. Your secret is safe,
July 28, 9 a:m. to 1 p.m., Alumni but my advice is - ' be careful;
Hall. The Mobile Unit will be here. Germans are not to be trusted. I
Appointments may be made in know.
Your sister
Health Services. Ext, 355-356.
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
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Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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Foosball Tournaments
Every Sunday at 4 p.m.
Money and Trophies

Dancing - Game Room
> The BEST Char~broiled
Burgers in the City!

;.

SUNDAY :
MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:
rHURSDA Y :
SAT, URDAY:-

8:30 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 8:30 a.m. 8:30 a. m. MI DNIGHT

DEEP DISH PIZZA NITE
LARGE PITCHER OF BEER - $1.50
FREE HOT DOG WITH EACH DRINK
10:00 p.m. - Bl;ER 25,t A GLASS
10:00 p.m. - BEER 25,t A GLASS
DAN CE CONTEST

:

•:•
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.••
:

:
:
:
:
:
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First round begins

sports

-

~

in tennis in.tram ural
~om petition

Recreationa·1
swim times
,

M~!lday

.3- 4pm

Tuesday

·1 -

-

by Gary Staniec
The first round of U.N.I.
Tennis intramurals began on
Tuesday July 13th.
The participants for- the
men's and women's tournaments numbered 30 and 24
respectively. Both tournaments will be single elimination with app.ro-x imately· 5rounds to crown the eventual
champions. There will also be
. trophies for 2nd and 3rd place.
For each round you must win 2
out of 3 sets.
The tourn ament will be
going on for the next month
and the results of each week's
compet it ion will be posted
outside of the gymnasium. The
tournament coordinators, Ms.
Jennings and Coach Ron
Faloona, feer the competion
will be extremely tough bEt
cause most of the players are
in mid-seasonJorm. ,
So, if you
to see the
best non-collegiate players in
Northeastern come ·out to the
tennis courts and ' check out
~he competition. ··

2-pm

3-4pm
Wednesday 2 - 4 pm
, Thursday 1 - 2 pm
3-4pm
1 - ·3 pm ,
Friday

~

~

I

want·

UN DER NEW MANAG EMENT

WHIRLY'S 5607 North Kimball
_ Chicago, Ill. 267-6676

Red Cross
BloQd

HOT DOGS, CHEESE DOGS, CHILI
DOGS, CORN DOGS, HAMBURGERS ,
CH EESE BURGERS, GYRO BURGERS,
' BARBECUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE,
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTOS,
TAM A LES, PIZZA STEAK, FRIES,
MUSH ROOMS, CHICKEN, SH RIM PS,
SHA KES~ I CE CRE AM

July 28

UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purchases
with UNI 1.0. Carp
LUNCH, DINNER & LATE SNACKS

_ "Flowers & Plants fo r A ll Occasions "

PIZZA IN THE PAN

§ JHC-0"- Jt7 ~E Jll

-,
Jt7 Jl O JR.JC §1r § ·

Coc ktails
Char -broil ed Gulli burgers
Ribs • Ch icken • St eaks

3358 West Bryn Mawr
Chicago , Ill . 478-6276

-

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D .'S

..

,

.

8808M IL'.!'/AUKEE AV E.
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: _ : .·· . Weekdays
11 a.m.-2 a.m.

·

------------------------

. .

··.-:-:.::;,

' 'Ol,w~a-:P•11fl _,
I

,

.

5000 N...IWzle
:.S.88-9775 . .

-

I
-~ -~ -- · ·
~q ·
I
- , I· . ·· ~ · ··. 3336 West Bryn Mawr- ·478-9440 ~ ~ · · ~
I
•I • ·
FREE ~ELIVERY 11 am~ 3 pm
I
· 1 Dellctouf'Sul(ll!a.rlne.:~ndtrtcher:- - - - - - - ~ - - - - · ·
. -HomeMadeChllllceCream
II TH IS WEEK'S . I
., I
Hom•m~deSoups
-I (Lentil, Chicken Noodle, Potato , I
SPECIA~
I·
I. Tomato, Vegetari an, Mushroom Noodle I
I
I
HAM & CHEESE
I
... Vegetarian's Del ig~ts
I W/trimmin 8 gg~
I
I Moe,ALSO
Larry, Chee.se (4 cheeses melted, I
g
.
I MMMM Good & Fresh Egg Sala~ & Soup) ■-----~--:-•-i
penny ·w ise&.poundrool•sh 1

I·

....

-

Phone 298·2100
{corner MIiwaukee & Dempster)
2727 W. Howard St. 338·2166

-

-··

·PROPOSff/011 .

RESTAURANT & PUB

-,
~-------------------. 11:l all D

,..,,.,

__

~~
· .···.·.· .. · .·.

·.. .

~

.Saturdays
12 p.m.-3 a.m.

,

Sundays
12 p.1_!1.- 2 a.m . ·

,

MONDAY 11 a.m.- 7 p.m.
- pitcher only $1.50
TUESDAY 7 p.m.-2a.m.
- LADIES NITE - Drinks 25~

'

CING * CHAR-BROILED HAMBU RG:3RS
GAM&ROOM
Y
~~ \..;;;(7<7(./ . ~ < j

V'9??71
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